FAST: Fast Adaptive Silhouette Area based Template Matching
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Template matching is a well-proven approach in the area of articulated object tracking. Matching accuracy and computation time of template matching are essential and yet often conflicting goals.

In this paper, we present a novel, adaptive template matching approach based on the silhouette area of the articulated object. With our approach, the ratio between accuracy and speed simply is a modifiable parameter, and, even at high accuracy, it is still faster than a state-of-the-art approach. We approximate the silhouette area by a small set of axis-aligned rectangles. Utilizing the integral image, we can thus compare a silhouette with an input image at an arbitrary position independently of the resolution of the input image. In addition, our rectangle covering yields a very memory efficient representation of templates.

Furthermore, we present a new method to build a template hierarchy optimized for our rectangular representation of template silhouettes.

With the template hierarchy, the complexity of our matching method for n templates is \( O(\log n) \) and independent of the input resolution. For example, a set of 3000 templates can be matched in 2.3 ms.

Overall, our novel methods are an important contribution to a complete system for tracking articulated objects.

Tracking an articulated object is a challenging task, especially, if the configuration space of the object has many degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g., the human hand has about 26 DOF. Most tracking approaches require the object to be in a predefined state. If this is not desired or impractical, one has to search the whole configuration space at initialization time. Such a global search, of course, only needs to find a coarse object state, which typically consists of two parts. The first part is a similarity measure between the object in each configuration and the observed object (e.g., images from a camera). The second part is an algorithm to combine the best matching configurations, detect and eliminate false positives, potentially reduce the search space, and estimate the final object state. The focus of this paper is the first part of such a global search method.

Tracking articulated objects, there is a large number of object configurations that have to be compared with an input image. Therefore, this comparison should be extremely fast. We propose a novel method for very fast approximate area silhouette comparison between model templates and input images. For one comparison, Stenger et al. [3] achieved a computation time proportional to the contour length of the template silhouette. We propose a new method, which reduces the computation time to be independent of the contour length and image resolution. It only depends on the desired accuracy of the template representation. This accuracy is a freely adjustable parameter in our approach. To achieve this, we first approximate all template silhouettes by axis-aligned rectangles, which is done in a preprocessing step. In the online phase, we compute the integral image [2, 4] of the segmented input image. With this, the joint probability of a rectangle to match an image region can be computed by four lookups in the integral image. Moreover, we present an algorithm to build a template hierarchy that can compare a large set of templates in sublinear time.

Our main contributions are:

1. An algorithm that computes a representation of arbitrary shapes by a small set of axis-aligned rectangles with adjustable accuracy. This results in a resolution-independent, very memory efficient shape representation.

2. An algorithm to compare an object silhouette in \( O(1) \). In contrast the algorithm proposed by [3] needs \( O(\text{contour length}) \).

3. We propose an algorithm to cluster templates hierarchically guided by their mutually overlapping areas. Our method builds on the recently developed batch neural gas clustering algorithm [1], which yields better results than more classical algorithms. As distance measure between the templates, we use the silhouette area overlap of regions of rectangular foreground/background regions. This hierarchy further reduces the matching complexity for \( n \) templates from \( O(n) \) to \( O(\log n) \).

Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach. In the preprocessing step, we generate the templates using an artificial hand models. Next, we extract the silhouettes and approximate them by axis-aligned rectangles. During the tracking, we compute the segmentation based on skin-color and compute the integral image of the segmentation. This integral image and the rectangles are then used to compute the joint probability between an input image and the templates.


